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SC health tech companies thrive amid post-COVID
pressure to transform health care
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Even as leading tech companies have pulled back post-pandemic, laying o� tens of

thousands of workers, the health care tech sector is proving to be an exception.

The industry continues to grow and morph, with entrepreneurs capitalizing on

opportunities that emerged during the coronavirus threat.

Brandon Welch is an example. Welch said he’s always been interested in health care

and DNA and how to use them to improve people’s lives. He went to Tulane

University in New Orleans and the University of Utah, studying biology and genetics

with a goal to “enhance the quality of human life,” he said.

After designing several health information technology systems, the associate

professor at the Medical University of South Carolina in ���� created Doxy.me — a

telemedicine business that got its start as a tool for health care providers to bring

prenatal care to women who normally would have to travel long distances for well-

checks and weigh-ins.

But it wasn’t until the pandemic that the platform, described by Welch as “Zoom for

doctors,” gained traction.

From ���� to February ����, subscriptions for the cloud-

based telemedicine solution grew from zero to ��,���. At

its peak during the pandemic, ���,��� doctor and patient

sessions took place in a single day on the free and secure

site. Today, �.� million providers hold about ���,���

sessions a day on the telehealth platform, Welch said.

Along with the growth came challenges, including

extended wait times for patients attempting to connect

with doctors. An increase in the number of servers from

three to seven and then to �� resolved the issue.

And then there was sta�ng.

“We had six employees, three engineers, no human

resources department, and a �ood of users,” Welch said.

Remote operations allowed the company to �nd workers

quickly from around the globe. At the same time,

Charleston, MUSC and the Lowcountry’s growing technology sector o�ered a wide

array of professionals to �ll positions.

Welch said his sta� grew from six to ���, about half in Europe and the rest in various

locations around the U.S., including Charleston.

Jonathan Yantis, CEO of QuicksortRx, a health tech company with headquarters in

Charleston’s Digital Corridor, said the region’s quality of life helps attract talent.

“There are easier places to start a tech company, like Silicon Valley,” Yantis said, but

“Charleston is a great place to live, and the tech community has a lot going on and is

really engaged.”

Yantis was born into a family of health care leaders and practitioners. He became

increasingly aware of the high costs of hospital operations while working as a

network architect at MUSC.

That work led to a partnership with

Matt Hebbard and the creation of

QuicksortRx, which develops software

that helps hospitals save time and

money on pharmacy purchases.

An American Health Association

study in ���� showed hospitals spent

an average of $���.�� per adjusted

admission between the ���� and ����

�scal years, resulting in an average of

$�.� million in new prescription drug

spending per hospital.

Drug prices continue to rise and “are a

serious economic threat to the patients and communities we serve,” said the AHA.

QuicksortRx constantly scans market data to help hospitals get better deals on drugs,

according to Yantis. He said the application is a one-stop shop where hospitals can

check for the best prices, rebates, coupons and other cost-saving mechanisms that

can save them billions.

Today, more than ��� hospitals in �� health care systems use the tool. More than half

have joined since the start of this year.

The impressive growth trajectory of health technology

companies like Charleston’s QuicksortRx and Doxy.me,

while other technology companies have struggled since

COVID, relates to the much higher pressure to transform

health care since COVID.

“Health care has dramatically changed as a result of

COVID,” said Kenneth Ruggiero, a professor and

SmartState chair at the Technology Applications Center

for Healthful Lifestyles.

Health care providers have become more comfortable and

competent in the delivery of care via telehealth platforms.

Patients are also better equipped to engage via these

platforms without much confusion, said Ruggiero, who is

also the director of the Telehealth Resilience and Recovery

Program at MUSC’s College of Nursing.

Ruggiero said patients often prefer home-based telehealth over o�ce-based

treatment, and science shows telehealth-delivered treatment is just as e�ective as

o�ce-based treatment for many patient populations.

Digital health care is growing and evolving. The global digital health market was

valued at about $��� billion in ���� and is expected to surpass $��� billion by ����.

Health care teams are getting better at identifying risk factors more e�ciently using

big data, arti�cial intelligence, and technology.

Ruggiero said self-care and symptom self-management apps are growing, and

hospitals are learning how to embed these tools e�ectively in the context of broader

health care solutions.

Additionally, technology is increasingly improving the quality of care by providing

technology-based learning resources and other tools that keep patients on track with

medication regimens and allows them to monitor symptom changes over time.
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SC tech employer Blackbaud has cut about ��� jobs since last year
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Brandon Welch created Doxy.me to help doctors

connect with patients online. Provided

The engineering team works at QuicksortRx’s offices, located at ��� Morrison

Drive, in the Charleston Digital Corridor. Provided  

Jonathan Yantis, co-founded QuicksortRx to help

hospitals cut drug costs. Provided
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Charleston’s Bene�tfocus CEO exits a�er sale, new president named
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AESC battery plant’s training
facility to teach more than 1,000
workers

AESC’s new battery plant in Florence is set
to bring in more than �,��� jobs. The plant
will have a training facility to prepare its
future workforce to produce batteries
for Spartanburg’s BMW electric vehicle
plant. Final plans for the training facility
are still in progress, but readySC and the
Florence County Economic Development
Partnership are prepared to get the ball
rolling. Read more

USS Yorktown Foundation hires
new leader

The nonpro�t is in charge of supporting
programs held aboard Patriots Point’s
centerpiece museum ship. Read more

Charleston restaurant opens,
another closes; 2 new dining venues
on way to Summerville

Downtown Charleston’s dining scene
continues to ebb and �ow as one restaurant
closes and another opens. A new retailer is
also setting up on the peninsula, and two
new restaurants are on the way to the
Summerville area. Read more

SC health tech companies thrive
amid post- COVID pressure to
transform health care

While the largest technology companies
pull back in the wake of the COVID-��
pandemic, health tech businesses including
Charleston’s Doxy.me and QuicksortRx are
helping to transform health care.    Read
more

� Charleston restaurant opens, another closes; � new dining venues on
way to Summerville

� Property tax hike, $��M in sta� raises coming for SC’s fastest-growing
county

� Aiken police respond to shooting at Walmart on Whiskey Road;
suspect in custody

� SC could see Canadian wild�re smoke and haze linger through
weekend

� Rare century plant bloom dazzles diners at downtown Charleston Taco
Boy

� Charleston Planning Commission to wait month before weighing in on
Union Pier proposal

� Feds reconsider ‘endangered’ status for native snake disappearing
from Southern states

� Federal lawsuit accuses Jake’s in Columbia of overserving customer,
leading to fatal crash

� Expansion at Rolls-Royce’s Graniteville production facility nearing
completion

�� Trump invites Greenville children’s choir halted from singing in
Capitol to next SC rally
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Tank and the Bangas
talk about freedom in
experimentation ahead
of  Spoleto �nale concert
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Climate change is
making SC hurricanes
more dangerous. Do
people in your county
know?
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Commission to wait
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Fight intensi�es for SC’s
evangelical voters as
Pence enters GOP
presidential race
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Charleston-based health tech companies create computer platforms that are helping to transform health care. File
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